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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we obtain canonical forms for row equivalence, equivalence, and a 
special case of congruence in the algebra of essentially doubly stochastic (c.d.s.) 
matrices of order n over a field F, char(F) Tn. These forms are analogues of familiar 
forms in ordinary matrix algebra. The canonical form for equivalence is used in 
showing, in a subsequent paper, that every e.d.s. matrix of rank Y and order n over F, 
char(F) = 0 or char(F) > n, is a product of elementary e.d.s. matrices, n - Y of which 
are singular. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let mm,(F) denote the tqtal algebra of matrices of order n with entries 
from the field F and Vn(F), the vector space of row n-tuples over F, n 3 2. 
A matrix in !JX,(F), char(F) T n, whose row and column sums are all 
equal to 1 is called an essentially doubly stochastic (e.d.s.) matrix. We denote 
the set of all e.d.s. matrices of order n with entries from the field F by 
b,(F), the matrix in b,(F) with every entry equal to +z-l by Jn, and the 
identity matrix of order n by I,. In [l], the basic structure and some of 
the main properties of b,(F) were investigated. It was shown there that 
under e.d.s. addition defined by 
A @B =A +B - Jn; A,BEB,(F), (1.1) 
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e.d.s. scalar multi$dication defined by 
aoA zaA + (1 -a)J,; aEF, AE&,(F), (1.2) 
and ordinary matrix multiplication, E,(F) becomes an algebra over F 
isomorphic to the total matrix algebra ‘V&+,(F). For char(F) 7 n, we 
denote the set of all row ?z-tuples in V,(F) with sum of components equal 
to 1 by W,(F), the vector in W,(F) with every entry equal to n-l by j,, 
and the vector in W,(F) with a 1 in position i and a 0 in every other 
position by e,, i = 1, 2,. , n. It was shown in [l] that under e.d.s. 
additioia defined by 
u 0 w z u + w - j,; u, w E W,(F), (1.3) 
and e.d.s. scalar mdtiplication defined by 
a o u G au + (1 - a)jn; a E F, u E W,(F), (1.4) 
W,(F) becomes a vector space over F isomorphic to V,_,(F). Furthermore, 
under the usual vector-matrix product uA, u E W,(F), A E b,(F), it was 
shown that b,(F) is, in fact, the total algebra of all linear transformations 
on W,(F). 
It is natural to consider in b,(F) the e.d.s. analogues of the various 
well-known matrix equivalence relations in i&(F) and to determine 
particularly simple canonical forms in d,(F) for these equivalence relations. 
Here, we shall consider the relations of row equivalence, equivalence, and 
a special case of congruence in s,(F). 
DEFINITIONS. Let A, B E b,(F). We say that A and B are 
(I) YOZP, equivalent, written A !% B, in G,,(F) if there exists anonsingular 
matrix C E b,(F), such that CA = B. 
(2) equivalent, written A z B, in b,(F) if there exist nonsingular 
matrices C, D E b,(F), such that CAD = B. 
(3) congruent, written A 2 B, in 6,(F) if there exists a nonsingular 
matrix C E b,(F), such that CTAC = B. 
We already have the corresponding definitions of row equivalence, 
equivalence, and congruence in !&(F) and shall use z, z, and 2, respec- 
tively, to denote these relations in VI%(F) also. In [l] we obtained the 
following results which will be useful in our investigation here. A and B 
denote matrices in b,(F). 
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THEOREM 1.1. 1f A E B in m%(F), &en ‘4 g B ix d,(F). 
THEOREM 1.2. If A A B in YJlJF), then A z B in G,(F). 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorems 6.4 and 
3.3 in [I]. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let A and B be symmetric matrices in F,(F) where ~5 
is a square in F and char(F) # 2. Then A LB in m,(F) implies that 
A z B i?z a,(F). 
A field F is called quadratically closed if every quadratic polynomial 
over F has its roots in F. For char(F) # 2, this is equivalent to saying 
that every element in F is a square in F. In this paper, we shall obtain 
a canonical form for row equivalence in b,(F) which is essentially the 
analogue of the Hermite or row echelon normal form in V&(F), and a 
canonical form for equivalence in b,(F), which is the analogue of the 0, 1 
diagonal matrix normal form in mln,(F). For the special case of symmetric 
matrices in 8’,(F), where F is quadratically closed and char(F) # 2, this 
canonical form for equivalence also becomes a canonical form for con- 
gruence in b,(F). The canonical form for equivalence is used in [2] to show 
that every e.d.s. matrix of rank Y and order n over F, char(F) = 0 or 
char(F) > n, is a product of elementary e.d.s. matrices, of which n - Y 
are singular. 
2. ROW EQUIVALENCE IN b,(F) 
We recall that W,(F) is the set of all row n-tuples over F with sum 
of components equal to 1 and define WnT(F) to be the corresponding set 
of column n-tuples over F. It is clear that under the corresponding 
definitions of e.d.s. addition and e.d.s. scalar multiplication, WnT(F) is 
a vector space over F which is transpose-isomorphic to W,(F), and that 
under the usual matrix-vector product Aur, A E b,(F), uT E W,‘(F), 
b,(F) is also the total algebra of all linear transformations on WnT(F). 
We denote the e.d.s. linear span of a set of vectors S from W,(F) or from 
WCT(F) by (S). If A E b,(F) we denote the ith row of A by ACi, and the 
jth column of A by A(j); i, j = 1, 2,. , . , n. The rows and columns of A 
can be considered as vectors in W,(F) and WnT(F), respectively. We now 
consider the column vectors of A E d,(F) in order A(l), Ac2), . . . , Atn), and 
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define z1 z z,(A) to be the column number of the first column which is 
e.d.s. linearly independent in WnT(F) (i.e., different from jnT). we 
define z z,(A) be the number of first column A%) 
which not in Inductively, we zi f to be column 
number the first after A(“i--l), is not (A%), . . . , A(‘+I)), 
i = 2, 3,. . . , s. It is clear that s is, in fact, the maximal number of e.d.s. 
linearly independent column vectors of A, which we shall call the e.d.s. 
rank of A. Since @ ~~=, Ati) = jnT, the e.d.s. rank of A must be less 
than n. 
THEOREM 2.1 (e.d.s. Hermite 
A E b,(F) be of rank Y, 1 < Y < n. 
the form 
or row echelon normal form). Let 
Then A !?? H, in. b,(F) where H, has 
4 4 
HA = LT,. . . , jnT, ctT. aFl,. .. , asI, eZT,. . , e:,, C1,l,. . . I a,T_l,tt_ll, 
(2.1) 
where a!; E (elT,. . . , ei') for all j = 1, 2,. . . , ti; i = 1,2, . . . , Y - 1. 
Here, the last n - Y + 1 rows of H, are all equal, and the e.d.s. rank of A 
isr- 1. 
Proof. Lets be the e.d.s. rank of A. Since A%), . . . , A(‘,) andeiT, . . , esT 
are e.d.s. linearly independent sets of vectors in WnT(F), there exists a 
nonsingular linear transformation on WnT(F) given by a C E b,(F) such 
that CAtzi’ = eiT, i = 1, 2,. . ., s. If CUT = OT for u = [zci, us,. . , u,] E 
V,(F) then cy=r ui = 0 and C(uT + jnT) = jnT where UT + jnTe W,‘(F), 
whence uT = OT, and we see that C is also nonsingular as a matrix in 
9X,(F). Then the action of C on every other column A(Y) = @ ziizicybi o AtEi) 
is completely determined since 
CA(y) = C(@c bi o A@‘) = 02 bi o CAczi’ = @c bi o c?~T. (2.2) 
i:zi<y i :zi< y i:zi< y 
Now, the entries in CAczi’ in rows s + 1,. . . , ?z are all equal to 0 and the 
entries in CA(g) in rows s $- 1,. . , FZ are, by (2.2), all equal to 
c (bi * 0 + (1 - b&-l) - (2 n-l - n-l) = n-l(1 - c bi). (2.3) 
i :ri< y i:ei<y i:zj<y 
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Hence, the last n - s rows of HA are all equal, and since they are in 
W,(F), they are not equal to the zero row. Thus, since the rank of A is 
equal to the rank of H,, we have Y = s + 1, whence the e.d.s. rank of 
A is Y - 1. Hence A z H, in a,(F) where H, has the form given in (2.1). 
We now show that no two different e.d.s. Hermite or row echelon 
matrices can be row equivalent in b,(F). This will show that this type 
of matrix is indeed a canonical form for row equivalence in b,(F). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let H, and H2 be two e.d.s. Hermite OY YOW echelon 
matrices in b,(F). If H, g Hz in b,(F), thell H, = Hz. 
Proof. Let DE b,(F) be a nonsingular matrix for which DH1 = H, 
and D-IH, = H,. Then the ranks of H, and H, are both equal to an 
integer Y, 1 < Y < n, and their e.d.s. ranks are both equal to Y - 1. Let 
z,(Hr) 4H,) *. . G-IWJ 
4 I Y 4 
HI = [j,,.. ,j,,elT,a~,...,aZ,, ~~~ ...,e~~,a~-~,~,...,a,T_~,~~_~l, (24 
and 
21 W2) 22W2) * . * ~-1W2) 
4 1 4 
H2 = ij,, . . . , j,,,, elT,bT,, . . . , @id,, egT,. . , eT_,, b?_,,,, . . . , b~-I,ul_ll. (2.5) 
Since Dj, = D-lj, = j, we must have zl(H,) = .zl(H,). Then, since 
Da;. E (DelT) = (elT) and D-lb:; E (D-lelT) = (elT) we have tl = u1 
and z,(H,) = z2(H2). Continuing, since Da%; E (De,T, . . . , DeiT) = 
(elT,. . ., e,‘) and D-‘bij E (D-lclT,. . ., D-leiT) = (elT,. . ., eiT), we 
must have ti = ui and z~+~(H,) = q+,(H,) for every i = 1, 2,. . . , Y - 2, 
and finally t,_l = u+~. Now, if 
uk 0 ekT, 
k=l 
then 
bs= Da; = @j$xkO&,T = @iakOekT = 8:’ 
k=l k=l 
for every j = 1, 2,. . . , ti, i = 1, 2,. . . , r - 1. Hence, corresponding 
columns of H1 and Hz are equal, whence H1 = H,. 
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3. EQUIVALENCE IN b,(F) 
In contrast to the situation for row equivalence, we can obtain a 
canonical form for equivalencein 6,(F) with considerably less mathematical 
labor. By virtue of Theorem 1.2, we can shift our quest to finding a 
suitable matrix form in b,(F) which is equivalent in 9&(F) to the given 
matrix. Recall that in F,(F), char(F) 7 n. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A E b,(F) be of rank Y, 1 < Y < 11. 
(a) If char(F) f n - r + 1, then A A I,_, & Jn_T+l in b,(F), where 
Jn-l.+~ = ib - y + l)-11 E&,-,+~(F). 
(b) If char(F) 1 n - Y + 1, then A z I,._2 i Kn_r+B in b,(F), where 
Kn-r+z = [! 1 1 *** 0 1 I E gn-r+dF). 
Proof. Since A is of rank Y, we have A z I,. 4 On_, in mm,(F) where 
O,_, denotes the zero matrix of order n - Y. Now, if char(F) 7 n - Y + 1 
then 1,.-i & Jn_r+l E 8,(F) has rank Y, while if char(F) j n - Y + 1 then 
I,_, q Kn_r+B E d,(F) has rank Y. Since equivalence in 9&(F) is an 
equivalence relation, we have A 2 I,_, & Jn_r+l in 9&(F) if char(F) r n - 
Y + 1 and A 5 I,_, $ Kn_r+B in mm,(F) if char(F) 1 n - I + 1. Then, in 
each case, we apply Theorem 1.2 to translate the equivalence in 9&(F) to 
equivalence in b,(F). 
It is easy to see that no two different forms given by Theorem 3.1 
can be equivalent in b,(F), hence the form is indeed canonical for equiv- 
alence in 8’,(F). We note that Theorem 3.1 can also be proved by the 
method employed in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Because of the greater 
labor involved, the need for such a proof, for our purpose here, is not 
particularly compelling. 
4.A SPECIAL CASE OF CONGRUENCE IN g,(F) 
The canonical form obtained for equivalence in b,(F) also becomes a 
canonical form for congruence of symmetric matrices in d,(F) when the 
field F satisfies special conditions. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let A pe a symmetric matrix in b,(F) of rank I, 1 < 
Y < n, where F is quadratical,ly closed and char(F) # 2. 
(a) If char(F) 7 n - 1’ + 1, then A L I,_1 & Jn_r+l in d,(F), where 
Jn-?+I = C(fZ - y + 1H E ~n-r+l(q. 
(b) If char(F) 1 m - r + 1, then A 2 I,_z i Kn_T+2 irt b,(F), where 
1 1 0.. 1 
1 
Kn-w2 = . 
[: I 0 E in-,+,. 1 
Proof. Since A is a symmetric matrix of rank Y, F is quadratically 
closed, and char(F) # 2, we have A z I,. $ O,_, in !&(F) where O,_, 
denotes the zero matrix of order PZ - Y. Similarly, I,_, i Jn_l.il z 
I, i O,_, in mm,(F), when char(F) r n - Y + 1 and I,_, i_ Kn_r+2 z 
I, -i_ O,_, in %R,(F), when char(F) 1 n - Y + 1. Since congruence in 
i&(F) is an equivalence relation, we have A &I,_, i Jn_7+1 in m,,(F) 
when char(F) I n - Y + 1 and A 2 I,_, 4 Kn_T+2 in m,(F) when 
char(F) ( n - Y + 1. Because F is quadratically closed, PZ is a square in F; 
hence we can apply Theorem 1.3 to obtain the desired congruences in 
g,(F). 
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